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TVCC EVENTS CALENDAR – OCTOBER 2017 ONWARDS [12/10/17]
The following events have been categorised to assist those vehicles on Conditional Registration:
CLUB AUTHORISED EVENTS: These are events which are organised by our club, plus other events where
our Club has accepted an official invitation. Please carry a copy of the Club magazine or events calendar with
you. Non Log Book and Log Book Users: No need to record any details.
DATE 2017
20-22 Oct
28 Oct (Sat)
2 Nov
16 Nov
19 Nov
25 Nov (Sat)
7 Dec
16 December
23 December
Nov & Dec

DETAILS
Camp Out at Fossickers Tourist Park at Nundle. Saturday night meal cost $15 BYO crockery and cutlery. Sunday monthly run BBQ lunch at Chaffey Dam –
sausages, limited salads, and bread provided. BYO drinks.
CHMC (Bush Council) Half Yearly meeting at Mudgee. Alan attending.
Pie Run to Currabubula Hotel
Meeting commencing 7.30 at Salvation Army Hall, 328 Goonoo Goonoo Rd
Monthly Run – Manilla Museum (small charge), Lunch at Manilla Weir.
Inspection Day. (Proposed for this date, with default date of Sat 2nd December).
Pie Run to Werris Creek Pharmacy
Presentation Dinner at Currabubula Hotel at 1.00pm. Payment of $20 per person
required at November meeting.
Christmas Lights run to be run as separate event. Meet at Truck Drivers
Memorial at 6.00pm for BYO picnic dinner. Secret Santa (to value of $5) and
Christmas Raffle Draw to take place.
Please note there will be no regular monthly meetings in December or January.

The starting point for all runs is the carpark of the Country Music Hall of Fame at 561 Peel Street
(Paradise Caravan Park side). Sunday Runs depart at 9.30am, and Pie Runs depart at 11.00am.
Contact Ian Duprez if you have any queries on Monthly Runs, and Roly Morgan for queries on Pie Runs.

OTHER INVITATION EVENTS WHERE OUR CLUB IS NOT PARTICIPATING AS AN
AUTHORISED CLUB EVENT: Non Log Book Users: It is essential to advise the Registrar before
participating in these events. Carry the Club magazine or events calendar with you.
Log Book Users: You must record these in your log book.
DATE 2017
20-23 Oct
2018
30 March –
2 April 2018
4-6 May
7-11 May

CLUB
C&SCC

DETAILS
Armidale Club. Great Eastland Hub Rally at Armidale. Bob 6772 7798

CHMC

CHMC Easter Rally hosted by Namoi Valley Antique Vehicle Club at
Narrabri. Entry forms available.
Parkes Club Autumn Tour at Parkes for pre 1931 vehicles.
Humber & Rootes Group Autumn Riverina Ramble at Albury-Wodonga.

PAMC
HRG

FOR OTHER FUNCTIONS SUCH AS WEDDINGS, SCHOOL FORMALS, INTERSTATE TRIPS
AND OTHER EVENTS:
Non Log Book Users: You will need a Permit to Move from the Registrar. This must be obtained prior to the
event, and carried to the event. In extenuating circumstances, separate prior arrangements can be made with the
Clubs Office Bearers to obtain a Permit to Move.
Log Book Users: You must record these in your log book.
SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE:
Non Log Book Users: Ring the Registrar and advise details before proceeding.
Log Book Users: You must record these in your log book.
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
This is my first opportunity to share with you since our AGM in August. Keen observers will notice that little
has changed in our committee line-up. Karen Duprez has stepped down and has been replaced by her husband
Ian on the committee. I thank Karen for her support whilst on the committee. We failed to obtain a volunteer for
Sunday Run Director but thankfully Cliff Bird has offered to oversee these in his VP role. It is our intention to
share organisation of the Sunday runs, so if you have a good item or spare time, even if for only one month in
the year, please talk to Cliff.
In the last couple of months we officially welcomed several new members to our club – Ray & Julia Brazel;
John & Cherie Hillier; Karl & Lynn Olsson; Rowan & Kristen Searle; and Paul Zibbens. Each brings a wide
variety of experience and vehicle interest to our club.
Recently we enjoyed an invitation to participate in the Calala Cottage Open Day. We were asked if we could
bring four of our older cars along. We had Stuart Bayliss with his Chev Tourer; Greg Campbell with his Chev
Truck; Brian Chesterfield with Dustin Evans’1935 Chev; Cliff Phyliss Bird with their Chrysler and fitting
under the tree, Ken Brooks with Bennie Beetle! Thanks for their support our club was promoted in a positive
light.
At our September meeting a question was raised about the legality of operating under the log book scheme once
the trial ended. Fortunately the RMS has clarified this issue by extending the trial for a further two years. There
official website information has been reprinted elsewhere in this magazine.
Our club’s insurance continues to cause concern to our committee as we have experienced an effective
premium increase of 20% in one year – this follows the sale of the brokerage firm. This issue is not unique to
our club and seems to revolve around our undertaking of vehicle inspections. This year the committee has
decided to pay the premium increase but to shop around for a better deal in future years. We have also left the
annual processing fee at $15 for the first vehicle, capped at $20 for owners of more than one vehicle.
Our vehicle inspection day has been set down for Saturday 25th November (2nd December alternate date). We
expect that all vehicles conditionally registered through our club to be inspected on that day. As in previous
years we expect you to have your Historic Vehicle Declaration filled out; and that you bring your insurance
details and log book for sighting. Please ensure that your vehicle is in safe operating condition before the
inspection. If you can’t attend on the inspection day, please obtain a pink slip and see our Registrar, Michael
Crawley to have your paperwork sighted and stamped.
Our club also offered its members to facility to pay their membership fees via direct debit this year. This seems
to have been a welcome addition, as many members availed themselves of this.
Don’t forget to set aside Saturday 16th December for our Club Presentation Lunch at Currabubula Hotel. Our
Christmas Lights Run is scheduled for Saturday 23rd December. At this, we will have our Secret Santa as well
as our Christmas Raffle Draw. If you have something for the Christmas Hampers please provide these to
Heather Frankel before the end of November. And don’t forget to buy your tickets.
Until next time, happy, safe historic motoring.
Peter Wright
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****************************************************************************************

TAMWORTH VINTAGE CAR CLUB Inc.
MINUTES OF ORDINARY MEETINGS
The minutes of Ordinary General Meetings will no longer be printed in this
journal.
These minutes are available on the Tamworth Vintage Car Club website;
www.TamworthVintageCarClub.com.au
Should you wish to have a printed copy of the minutes and do not have access to the
internet, please contact one of your Committee members.
Sponsorship
We are pleased to advise that the postage for distribution of “The Tamworth Spark”
is now being sponsored by
“Bearfast / Bearquip”.
We would like to thank the management and staff for their support. We would also
like to recommend that you in turn support this local company when next you are
considering a home, business, agricultural or car related purchase.
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*********************************************************************************
COUNCIL OF HERITAGE MOTOR CLUBS ACTIVITIES
This is a new feature in our magazine and one I hope will help keep you up to date with the broader aspects of
heritage motoring. Our Club is one of about 85 similar country clubs which are affiliated with CHMC (alias the
Bush Council which has now become known as the Heritage Motoring Council). I have taken up the position of
Assistant Registrar in the Council and will use this column to summarise information in the Bush Telegraph as
well as other matters that the Council are dealing with.
The first article in their latest magazine is headed Pull over Driver and comments on driverless cars. It starts as
follows: The police patrol have signaled to the car in front to pull over to allow for an extra wide load which
has just entered the freeway to pass safely. The car does not pull over so the police rush up beside it to get the
drivers attention. They look …..No Driver. Welcome to the world of driverless cars. The concept raises
numerous questions such as: What happens if a large animal suddenly crosses into the path of a driverless
vehicle? Will it be programmed to recognise the problem and what steps will it take to avoid a collision? What
about small creatures like a snake which is a protected species? And what happens if someone in the vehicle
suddenly falls ill? Thankfully heritage vehicles will never become driverless. Well, not for a long time.
The all important CHMC Half/Yearly Meeting will be held on Saturday 28th October 2017 at Mudgee. I will be
attending as a member of the Councils committee and also as a delegate of our Club. Should you have any
concerns you want raised, please advise me. One area of concern involves better means of communications
between CHMC and the clubs.
CLASSIC VEHICLE SCHEME. In the past many clubs have had to really bend the RMS HVS rules to
accommodate good club members who customise their vehicles and this has been evident where modified
vehicles were seen carrying traditional heritage H plates. Unless the custom modification is outlandish, Joe
Blow, the member of the public is none the wiser and accepts what he / she sees as just another older vehicle.
We as heritage devotees, on the other hand are often rankled by the portrayal of the modified vehicle as
“factory fresh”. The introduction of CVS should help to ease the tension that has sometimes arisen between the
traditionalist vehicle owner and owners who customises their vehicle to be the type they want to enjoy.
LOG BOOK TRIAL: RMS invited feedback to assist with their review and evaluation of the trial which has
been operating for 2 years. CHMC responded on behalf of all their affiliated clubs. (Their response was very
similar to that of TVCC). Most clubs want the log book trial to continue. The log book trial has now been
extended and will operate for a further two years from 1 October 2017 until 30 September 2019. Further
evaluation will be completed during this period.
I recently travelled to Lismore and assisted other Council representatives with an Information Day presentation
to make local clubs in the North Coast area aware of Councils activities. A lot of time and questions arose in
regard to the Classic Vehicle Scheme and the Log Book Trial. Most people are familiar with log book situation
and it is interesting that some clubs are taking a very regimented approach to it, whilst others have approached
it by instilling trust and integrity into their members. The clubs were interested in the simple explanation of
CVS and appreciated a better understanding of it. However, the majority of them are orientated towards
conventional historic vehicles and as such are not over enthusiastic about CVS.
Alan Early.
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AUGUST RUN TO
WERRIS CREEK RAIL MUSEUM
8 vehicles carrying 14 members turned up for an
interesting visit to the recently enlarged Railway
Museum at Werris Creek. This is well worth a
look as Werris Creek was one of the State’s main
railway towns, and the railway enthusiasts have
done a good job of preserving the history of this
vital enterprise.
And the trains still run as while we were there an
empty coal train and a full coal train went
through, and the Explorers joined up and headed
off towards Sydney.

So keep your mind on the job

The new upstairs section featuring model trains
is quite expansive

Explorer arriving

and very detailed
All in all, a good day out with morning tea at the
local park, and lunch at Roselea Park, Quirindi

This is what happens when you are driving and
go playing with your mobile phone
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Participants were: Ian & Karen – Moke, Peter,
Neal & Bruce – Mercedes, Graham – Ford, John
– Commodore, Alan – Dodge, Ken, Clair & Jan
– modern, Michael J – Chrysler, and Greg &
Margaret in the Vanguard which liked the place
so much it refused to go home and got put on a
trailer.

SEPTEMBER PIE RUN TO
WALLABADAH
19 members in 11 vehicles enjoyed a nice little
run down to the Marshall Macmahon Hotel at
Wallabadah for our September monthly Pie Run.
It’s been a while since we were here and the new
owners looked after us very well.
Nice to see new members Karl and Lynn Olsson
in their blue turbocharged Volvo…
Terry Archer gave us a sneak preview of a
working oil pump he is restoring, and this will be
further enhanced when the decals go on.
And a couple of regular old timers turned up:

…and alongside them Merv and Therese Wilson
in their two-tone green Morris Major. These are
both nice vehicles and a welcome addition to the
club.
The interior of the hotel has been refurbished…

These old timers like the smooth highway as
they tend to jump around and tramline on the
Werris Creek Road.
Other participants were: Alan and Maree –
Dodge, Cliff & Phyllis – Chrysler, Peter & Neal
– Mercedes (good to see Neal recovering so
well), Michael – Jag, Peter & Neal – Mercedes,
John – Model T truck, Paul & Jock - Chev, and
in moderns were: Ken & Claire, Brian &
Heather, and Terry and John.

…and provides a comfortable, quiet spot for
meals.
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OCTOBER PIE RUN TO WOOLOMIN
Magic spring day – not too hot or cold – sunny
and warm with just enough breeze to make this
Pie Run ideal. But there were no pies! Instead we
frequented the local store and partook of their
local hamburgers, and they didn’t disappoint the
following 23 members in 14 vehicles: Michael &
Mary – Jag, Peter & Neil – Mercedes, Arthur &
Kay – Hillman Gazelle, John – Commodore,
Paul – Chev, John & Marilyn – A Model, Alan
& Maree – Dodge, Lance & Kerry – Celica, and
in moderns were: Terry & Lyn, Roly & Trish,
Ron & Robyn, Ken, Claire & Pupdog, and
Lindsay Gentle. The photos do the rest:

Participants liked the nice picnic facilities

FOR SALE

John & Marilyn’s A Model
1929 MORRIS MINOR SPORTSTER
Two seater fully restored period tourer with folddown double-duck hood with hood bag. Has
Hydraulic brakes, rebuilt engine, new tyres, 4
speed gearbox, overhauled instruments.
ASKING $20,000
Contact Mostyn Upton. Ph: (08) 8331 8695
Arthur & Kay’s Hillman Gazelle
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CALALA COTTAGE SPRING FAIR – SUNDAY 16th SEPTEMBER
A very welcome spring day greeted us at the
Calala Cottage Spring Fair. This year we
decided to feature some of our member’s older
vehicles. In attendance were Stuart Baylis 1927
Chevrolet Tourer; Greg Campbell1927
Chevrolet Capital Truck; Cliff & Phyliss Bird
1931 Chrysler Sedan; Brian Chesterfield 1935
Chevrolet Sedan; and Ken Brooks 1962 VW
beetle. Also in attendance were Peter Wright
1965 Humber and Rowan Searle XC Falcon.
Joining us during the morning were Peg
Thompson escorted by Violet and Austin
Searle; Heather Frankel and Clair Power.

*************************************************************************************

Monthly Run Gunnedah - Chevrolet Veteran & Vintage 50th Anniversary Rally
Sunday 23rd September
Our September monthly run was to the Chevrolet Veteran and Veteran 50th Anniversary Rally at
Gunnedah. What a wonderful display of vehicles. It was nice to see so many of the older cars in
attendance and the support of other clubs who brought their cars to display on the day. Special thanks is
due to our member and rally committee member Paul Boyd who managed “Car of the Show” with his
magnificent 1958 Impala convertible.
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Making the trek across from our club to Gunnedah were Paul & Nerida Boyd (1958 Impala); Brian
Chesterfield & Heather Frankel (FB Holden); Peter Wright, Neal & Bruce McLoughlin (1977 Mercedes);
Tanya & Graham Faulkner (1935 Ford); Ray Brazel (EK Holden Wagon); Karl & Lynn Olsson (Volvo
740 Turbo); Paul Zibbens (Volvo 740); Michael Jeanes (Rolls Royce); Brian, Lynette & Phillip Orman
(1936 Chev Sedan); Greg Campbell (Chevrolet Capital Truck); Merv & Theresa Wilson (Morris Major);
Cliff & Phyliss Bird (1931 Chrysler). In modern cars we had Stuart Bayliss; Ron & Robyn Barber; Ian &
Karen Duprez; Ken Brooks & Clair Power; John & Cherie Hillier; and Barry Johnston. A massive thanks
to all who made the effort to support Chevrolet owners on this very significant anniversary rally.

Classic Vehicle Log Book trial
Transport for NSW and Roads and Maritime Services have developed a
Classic Vehicle Log Book trial. A classic vehicle is 30 years of age or older.
About the trial
The log book trial allows for vehicles operating under the Historic Vehicle Scheme and Classic
Vehicle Scheme to be used for 60 days of general use (ie maintenance and personal use) each
year, outside of club organised events. Each day of general use must be recorded in a log book
issued at a registry or service centre.
The log book trial has been extended and will operate for a further two years from 1
October 2017 until 30 September 2019.
Further evaluation will be completed during this period.
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Restoration Roundup
A snapshot of what’s going on in members’ garages.
Peter Wright’s 1929 “Model A” Project Progress Report
The Model A project car was my maternal grandfathers and left
to my twin brother and I following his death in 1970. Forty years
ago my brother started the restoration. Unfortunately he died in a
car accident and nothing had been done since. Over the years it
has been shifted between garages at Kingstown, Watson’s Creek,
Manilla and Tamworth. The basic car was there but many pieces
had been misplaced over the years.
Late in 2015 I decided that I could not put off the project any
longer. After responding to the first challenge of getting it out of
my Mother’s garage and into my shed it was time to make a full appraisal. Initially it was just going to be
a quick tidy up and a home paint job – after all the last time it was painted was by my grandfather’s hand
using a brush in the early 1960s. How hard could it be?
As seems to be the more usual path, what started out
mild makeover translated into a full ground-up
restoration. Removing the panels took some time as
bolt was seized and covered in copious quantities of
encrusted in Kingstown road dust. Eventually what
revealed was a totally rotted out timber sub-frame and
rear cross member. Fortunately the panels appeared to
reasonable condition, at least in comparison to the suband chassis.

as a
every
grease
was
broken
be in a
frame

Advice came from all sorts of directions as to what to do first – body or mechanicals. I took the
mechanical pathway. After all it was easier to do without a body on the chassis and had to be done at
some stage.
I set about stripping the engine and all the running gear from the chassis. After my young neighbour put
his boiler maker skills to good use repairing and reinforcing the cross member and checking its alignment,
it was sent off for sand blasting and painting – the best $160 I’ve ever spent! What came back was
something clean and ready to accept restored components.
I also had a look at the engine to see what it was like, knowing that it had done little work since its last
overhaul. Unfortunately the centre main bearing metal was
disintegrating and one of the big ends as well. A quick check
also revealed a misfit between the bore and the pistons installed.
After some insightful questioning by our club’s resident
mechanic, Dr Cliff and a visit to Darren Taylor at HM GEM, I
decided to upgrade all engine components including modern
slipper bearings and valves. It came back as an assembled short
motor for Dr Cliff and I to finish. (I had a nervous wait for a
couple of months until I was able to fire it up. There was no
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need to worry – extra oil down the distributor hole to lubricate the new bearings and it started up on its
second turn of the starter.) It should also be mentioned that the gearbox was checked out and a new clutch
plate fitted.
Whilst the engine work was being undertaken I also prepared the front and rear ends. The front-end work
included replacing the front spring, shackle pins and bushes,
kingpins, wheel bearings and a total overhaul of the front
brake components (shoes, adjusters, pins, drums). On the
advice of Keith from Henry’s T and A Spares in Victoria I
also installed an “easy steer” kit in steering linkages. The
rear end work also included removing and reinstalling the
dreaded rear spring (easily achieved by following the hot rod
guy’s procedure), shackle pins and bushes, wheel bearings,
and complete brake overhaul. The only “win” I have had to
date is that the dif and its associated housing had been
replaced near the end of the vehicle’s working life. One
significant challenge was to install the emergency brake
lever spring. With nothing to go on apart from reference materials and Dr Google I persevered until I got
it. That gaff hook I put in the boat ten years ago finally found a use.
The next task was to join the front end to the chassis. Reinstating the overhauled engine and gearbox to
the chassis followed. Finally the restored rear end was rolled under the chassis and all bolted up. New
brake rods replaced the existing bent ones and new anti-rattle
springs were installed completing the mechanical work except
the steering box. The steering box was stripped down and new
bushes, seals, etc fitted under the supervision and helpful hands
of Dr Cliff. Fitting new spark and throttle rods completed the
undertaking.
A lot of other tasks were untaken while waiting for parts or
outside repairs to be undertaken. These included assembling,
treating and test fitting new timber sub-frame. The condition of
the original sub-frame provided little by way of useful clues so
the tried and proven method of trial and error has prevailed.
The panels were all sand blasted. I have been fortunate that Andrew Campbell has provided me with a
helping hand – spraying two pack epoxy primer to the panels after I cleaned them up with “Scotch-Brite”
red pads. Some of you will know that getting the
left
cowl lower panel right has been a challenge as
neither
of the two “accurate” patch panels I purchased were
even
close to the original. It was becoming a real roadblock
for me. A passing comment by Rowan Searle along
the
lines that that is the most difficult panel on a Model
A,
there are plenty of You Tube videos and that you
need to
shrink one side and stretch the other has enabled me
to
move past that road block. I placed the offending
panel
and patrol tank into the boot and visited Andrew’s
workshop one Saturday morning. Needless to say I
have
now been able to clamp the cowl section all together
and
test fit it to the chassis and sub-frame, which is where this journey has ended at this stage.
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I feel as though I haven’t really done anything but I’ll let you be the judge of that. The pressure is now
really on me to have the car finished for my nephew’s wedding in November next year – as he wants to
use the car his Nana learnt to drive in as his wedding car.

Paul Boyd’s 1963 Chrysler Valiant
Following the completion of our 1958 Chev Impala I have now commenced restoring a 1963 AP5 Valiant
sedan. This car belonged to my late grandfather, Mervyn Boyd, or as he was known to my two brothers
and I, Pop. This project is more for sentimental reasons than anything else.
As I never had intentions of restoring the car I stupidly let it sit out in the open for 25 years and this has
taken its toll. There is quite a bit of rust in the rear quarters and floors, but fortunately I have managed to
obtain replacement panels from other cars.
Currently we are preparing to sandblast the body so it is stripped to a bare shell and we have made
adapters to mount it to the rotisserie. I am working on the Valiant as time permits and sometimes I reckon
I can hear Pop saying “what are you mucking about with that bloody old thing for”?
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Michael & Mark Jeanes’ 1962 Studebaker Lark
My brother Mark and I are restoring this car as our retirement project. The car was in complete, original,
virtually rust free but tired condition when bought, making for a relatively simple restoration.

The car, as bought and a milestone day. Mark with the body separated from the chassis
We first removed the body from the chassis, putting it aside while we restored the chassis and drive train.
Mark did a great deal of work removing over 50 years of accumulated gunk prior to painting the stripped
chassis. The motor (a 259cu in V8) was reconditioned (H&M Gem), the auto transmission overhauled
(Tamworth Automatics), the brakes completely renewed/reconditioned (Kings) and the suspension and
steering reconditioned (Big Wheels). All necessary parts were readily available from Studebaker Australia
in Brisbane.
With the help of Dr Cliff, the engine was successfully started and runs like a top, with transmission and
brakes fully functional.
The body was then stripped to a bare shell, blasted and primed, with the underside done in two pack black
(Nymans). We then brought the car home and painted all of the inner surfaces with acrylic (Sahara Beige)
prior to refitting the body to the chassis. This was tricky, as the steering column cannot be removed from
the steering box, meaning the body had to be lowered as the chassis was rolled forward. We were very
pleased when it all went back together.
The restored chassis
The rear guards and boot have been fitted to confirm that the body is straight and true on the chassis. The
gaps are not prefect but a comparison with two unrestored cars confirms that they are “as good as new”.

The restored chassis and then the body back on the chassis, with the rear panels refitted
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